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Abstract—A pluggable type system extends a host programming language with type qualifiers. It lets programmers write types like unsigned int, secret string, and nonnull object. Typechecking with pluggable types detects and prevents more errors than the host type system. However, programmers must write type qualifiers; this is the biggest obstacle to use of pluggable types in practice. Type inference can solve this problem. Traditional approaches to type inference are type-system-specific: for each new pluggable type system, the type inference algorithm must be extended to build and then solve a system of constraints corresponding to the rules of the underlying type system.

We propose a novel type inference algorithm that can infer type qualifiers for any pluggable type system with little to no new type-system-specific code—that is, “for free”. The key insight is that extant practical pluggable type systems are flow-sensitive and therefore already implement local type inference. Using this insight, we can derive a global inference algorithm by re-using existing implementations of local inference. Our algorithm runs iteratively in rounds. Each round uses the results of local type inference to produce summaries (specifications) for procedures and fields. These summaries enable improved inference throughout the program in subsequent rounds. The algorithm terminates when the inferred summaries reach a fixed point.

In practice, many pluggable type systems are built on frameworks. By implementing our algorithm once, at the framework level, it can be reused by any typechecker built using that framework. Using that insight, we have implemented our algorithm for the open-source Checker Framework project, which is widely used in industry and on which dozens of specialized pluggable typecheckers have been built. In experiments with 11 distinct pluggable type systems and 12 projects, our algorithm reduced, on average, the number of warnings that developers must resolve by writing annotations.

Index Terms—Pluggable type systems, type qualifiers, typechecking, type inference, static analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

A pluggable type system [1] augments a host type system with type qualifiers that refine it. A qualified type is more fine-grained than an unqualified one and therefore gives more precise information about what values are possible at run time. It lets programmers write types like unsigned int, secret string, and nonnull object. Pluggable type systems can prevent null-pointer dereferences [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], out-of-bounds array accesses [8, 9], violations of locking discipline [10, 11, 12, 13, 14], mutations of immutable data [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], units of measurement errors [21, 22], and more. A successful typechecking run proves that these undesirable behaviors will never occur at run time. Pluggable type systems are a standard practice in industry; for example, they are used at Amazon [23, 24, 25], Google [26], Meta [27], and Uber [5].

Pluggable types are an attractive verification and bug-finding strategy because programmers are familiar with type systems and are used to writing types. Another benefit is that the type qualifiers serve as concise, machine-checked documentation. However, writing type qualifiers in a legacy codebase is intimidating and time-consuming for developers. This has hindered more widespread adoption of pluggable types. An alternative is type inference, which computes a set of type qualifiers that are consistent with the program.

Here is a typical usage scenario to verify a legacy codebase using a type inference tool. Before starting, the user (a programmer) runs the inference tool on the whole program (a slow process), which saves inference results to a side file and outputs typechecking warnings. The number of warnings is usually smaller than the user would see if they typechecked the program without inference. For each warning, the user fixes a bug in the code; writes annotations in the source code to override undesirable inference results; or suppresses the warning if it is a false positive that cannot be resolved by writing annotations. The programmer re-runs the inference tool on only the changed code, code that depends on it, and code that depends on any changed inferences. Eventually, the codebase contains a few human-written annotations and has been verified to be free of certain errors. The annotations in the side file may be optionally inserted into the codebase. Further development uses the typechecker (which is fast) on each compilation to keep the codebase verified.

The traditional approach to type inference is constraint-based. First, generate a set of constraints induced by the source code via a syntax-directed analysis, similarly to how typechecking rules apply to code. Unlike typechecking, which is a modular analysis, this approach to type inference is inherently whole-program: constraints might be generated from type uses that are far from the corresponding declarations. The step after generating the constraints is to solve them, which requires iterating over them. For example, languages like ML and Haskell use Hindley-Milner type inference based on algorithm W [28] (but it is a good practice to write explicit types as documentation [29, 30, 31, 32]). The constraint-based approach is challenging for object-oriented programming languages such as Java and Python, because subtyping significantly complicates unification of types; combining subtyping and ML-style type inference remains an open research problem [33, 34]. The traditional approach requires writing a type constraint generator for every (pluggable) type system—essentially, to
re-implement the typechecker—which is a heavy burden. One complication is that non-trivial typecheckers contain procedural code that may be difficult to translate into a declarative form. We desire an inference algorithm that is generic over the pluggable type system to which it is applied. The pluggable type system designer should not need to modify their pluggable typechecker’s implementation in order to access the benefits of type inference: that is, type inference should be available to any pluggable type system “for free”.

We propose iterated local type inference, a general type inference algorithm that is applicable to any flow-sensitive pluggable type system. Our key insight is that frameworks for building pluggable type systems already provide local type inference in the form of flow-sensitivity within the body of methods. This local type inference is effectively an intra-procedural dataflow analysis; iterated local type inference lifts the local dataflow analysis that each checker already possesses to the whole program, similar to a global dataflow analysis [35] [36]. Our approach requires modifying the framework (once, ever) so that it records inferred method, class, and field summaries based on the results of flow-sensitive local type-checking. Iterated local type inference works by iteratively typechecking the program, using and improving the summaries, until reaching a fixed point. That fixed point is a candidate set of type qualifiers that are consistent with the program. This can be viewed as an adaptation of interprocedural dataflow analysis to pluggable type-checking. This idea, though simple to explain, is complex to formalize (section [III]) and many complications arise in applying it to real type systems (section [IV]).

We implemented iterated local type inference for the Checker Framework [6], a pluggable type system framework for Java. In our system, which we call Whole Program Inference (WPI), the user (a programmer) can decide whether to insert the inferred type qualifiers in the source code or to store them in a side file. We used WPI to run 11 different pluggable type systems on 88,680 lines of code in 12 projects. In these experiments, our inference approach exactly matched 39% of the ground-truth type qualifiers previously written by programmers and reduced by 45% the number of remaining warnings that a human would need to resolve by writing an annotation.

Our contributions are:
- iterated local type inference, a novel type inference algorithm for flow-sensitive pluggable typecheckers inspired by global dataflow analyses (section [III]);
- enhancements to the algorithm that make it practical (section [IV]);
- an implementation of our new type inference algorithm within the Checker Framework, a framework for building pluggable typecheckers (section [V]); and
- an evaluation of our implementation on 12 projects totaling 88,680 lines of non-comment, non-blank Java code, across 11 different pluggable type systems (section [VI]).

II. BACKGROUND

A type is a set of run-time values. A type qualifier [1] is a restriction on a type that limits which run-time values the qualified type can represent. For example, positive int is a qualified type: positive is the type qualifier, and int is the base type. A pluggable type system defines a hierarchy of type qualifiers. Each pluggable typechecker is effectively an abstract interpretation [37], with the abstract interpretation’s lattice being equivalent to the type qualifier hierarchy.

Practical pluggable type systems are intra-procedurally flow-sensitive. That is, an expression can have different types on different lines of the program, subject to its declared type as an upper bound. For example, after an assignment x.f = somePositive or a test x.f > 0, the type of x.f changes from int to positive int until a possible side effect or a control flow join. This is called flow-sensitive type refinement [7] or local type inference. This nearly eliminates the need for programmer-written annotations (and, by enabling re-assignment, certain temporary variables) within method bodies. As a result, programmers typically do not need to write type qualifiers within method bodies, only on APIs: class, method, and field declarations.

The need to write annotations only on APIs is a welcome labor savings in pluggable type systems. Recent developments echo it in mainstream languages like Java (which has the var keyword) and Kotlin (where local variable types are optional). However, our goal is to lift even this burden.

A pluggable typechecker permits programmers to leave base types unqualified. On APIs, the typechecker uses defaulting rules to assign a qualifier to each unqualified base type. For example, although a programmer might write the type object, the type-checker interprets it as nonnull object or nullable object, depending on the defaulting rules. Within a code block, the typechecker infers type qualifiers.

For example, consider a pluggable type system designed to prevent negative array accesses. It would require that the type of any index used to access an array is non-negative. The following code does not typecheck as written:

```java
// the first element of the array is at index 1.
string getOneIndexed(string[] a, int index) {
    return a[index - 1];
}
```

Because index’s type int is unqualified (i.e., a base type), a pluggable typechecker would default it, most likely to a worst-case assumption that index could be any integer (the “top qualifier” or ⊤). With this type, every call to getOneIndexed would typecheck, but its body would not.

To make the code typecheck (equivalently, to verify that its array accesses are not at negative indices) a programmer would write the formal parameter as positive int index.

Like its host type system, a pluggable type system is modular: it can be run incrementally on a procedure or a file at a time. It uses only the specifications (i.e., the types) of called procedures: it never has to reason about the implementations of other procedures, only their specifications or summaries. Within the procedure body, the typechecker relies on the fact that index has type positive int. At call sites, the typechecker guarantees that only positive integers are passed as arguments.
The rely–guarantee approach is globally sound so long as every procedure is checked.

The annotation burden scales linearly with the size of the code base, which may be large for legacy code. Furthermore, many pluggable type systems require significant numbers of annotations. For example, a pluggable type system for preventing out-of-bounds array accesses required one type qualifier for every 32 lines of non-comment, non-blank code [9].

Our goal in this work is to avoid the burden of writing these type qualifiers. Our approach is to automatically convert a flow-sensitive pluggable typechecker (like the ones that exist in practice) into one that performs inter-procedural type inference.

III. ITERATED LOCAL TYPE INFERENCE

This section presents iterated local type inference, our type inference algorithm. Instead of designing a specialized type inference algorithm for each type system, our approach is to modify the underlying framework on which the pluggable typecheckers are built. Iterated local type inference is independent of the underlying pluggable typechecker: adapting an existing pluggable typechecker is automatic.

Our key observation is that practical pluggable typecheckers already use intra-procedural, flow-sensitive type refinement. That is, they infer type qualifiers within method bodies (i.e., locally) based on dataflow facts, in a similar manner to an abstract interpretation [38]. This local dataflow analysis can be lifted into a global dataflow analysis, just as one would lift an intra-procedural dataflow analysis or abstract interpretation to an inter-procedural analysis.

The first idea behind iterated local type inference is to expose the results of local type refinement—that is, what facts about non-local locations are inferred as a by-product of local inference. The second idea is to iteratively call a typechecker, reusing these results to obtain type qualifiers for the whole program. In other words, iterated local type inference propagates the results of local, flow-sensitive refinement inter-procedurally until a global fixpoint is reached. Applying these two ideas inside a pluggable typechecking framework converts any typechecker built on that framework into an inferring typechecker that can perform iterated local type inference (in addition to typechecking).

More formally, a typechecker $T : P \rightarrow E$ takes a program $P$ and outputs a (possibly empty) set of type errors. An inferring typechecker $T_I : \langle P, A \rangle \rightarrow \langle E, A' \rangle$ takes a program along with a set of additional type qualifiers $A$. It outputs errors $E$ and inferences $A'$, which is a new set of type qualifiers. The errors $E$ are exactly those $T$ would output, if the type qualifiers in $A$ had been written on $P$ by a programmer. The original program $P$ may or may not contain programmer-written type qualifiers.

This paper describes the two parts of iterated local type inference separately. First, section III-A explains the modifications to the pluggable typechecking framework that enable iterated local type inference for a pluggable typechecker $T$ (i.e., that convert it to an inferring typechecker $T_I$). The modified type rules in section III-A expose the results of local refinement. Section III-B gives the “outer-loop” fixpoint algorithm that propagates inferred types throughout the program and iteratively improves them.

A. INFERRING TYPECHECKERS: THE INNER LOOP

This section describes how our modified typechecking framework automatically converts a pluggable typechecker $T$ into an inferring typechecker $T_I$.

Our key insight is to modify the typechecking framework’s rules once, to support inference. A pluggable typechecking framework provides the basic typechecking rules that are common to all pluggable typecheckers, support for flow-sensitive type refinement, and other conveniences. Once the pluggable typechecking framework is modified, inference is enabled for every typechecker built on it, regardless of the particular qualifiers the typechecker happens to support.

Our modifications can be conceptualized at the type-qualifier theory level: that is, we modify the rules for typechecking used by all pluggable type systems so that inference is supported. The modified type rules appear in fig. 1.

In fig. 1, $m(f_0, \ldots, f_n)$ refers to a method declaration: $m$ is a method name, and each $f_i$ is a formal parameter declaration. The syntax $m(f_0, \ldots, f_n) : q_R R_k$ means that $m$’s (qualified) return type is $q_R R_k$. The syntax $f_i : q_R F_k$ means that the declared type of the formal parameter $f_i$ (of $m$) is $q_R F_k$.

The typing environment $\Gamma$ is standard and maps expressions and declarations to qualified types. Because of defaulting, there are no unqualified types in $\Gamma$. The inference environment $\Xi$ maps declarations to the results of inference, which are possibly-qualified types (that is, either qualified or unqualified types). $\Xi$ only maps declarations; $\Gamma$ already maps expressions to flow-sensitively refined types. Initially, $\Xi$ maps explicitly-annotated type declarations to their qualifier, and all other declarations to “not present”. Once every statement in the program has been typechecked, the current round of inference terminates. Its result is all mappings to qualified types in $\Xi$. Any type that remains unqualified throughout inference does not appear in the output, because no information about it was learned. Keeping types with no information available unqualified is important to prevent spurious output. No matter what qualifier was used for such types ($\perp$, $\top$, the default, ...), it could be inconsistent with, and thereby contaminate, inferred information. The “not present” abstract value is also necessary to prove theorem 1 (section III-C3), which is our termination theorem, to preserve monotonic movement through the type hierarchy between inference rounds.

The function $\text{LUB}_Q(q_1, q_2)$ is a variant of the type system’s existing least upper bound function that accounts for possibly-qualified types. $q_1$ and $q_2$ are each either a type qualifier or “not present”. If both arguments are qualifiers, then the result of $\text{LUB}_Q$ is their least upper bound. If only one qualifier is present, then $\text{LUB}_Q$’s result is that qualifier; if both qualifiers are not present, $\text{LUB}_Q$’s result is “not present”, resulting in an unqualified result. Effectively, our approach “lifts” the type hierarchy by adding a new “bottom” type (“not present”). $\text{LUB}_Q$ computes the least upper bound over this lifted hierarchy.
Fig. 1. The rules of inferring typechecking, which is the inner loop of iterated local type inference. Applying these type rules once to every statement in a program constitutes the “inner loop” of the inference algorithm. Gray indicates standard type rules for an object-oriented language with Java-like syntax. Black indicates additions to support pluggable typechecking [1]. Red indicates additions to support inference, i.e., our contribution in this paper. Γ is the type environment and Ξ is the inference environment. Throughout, “F” subscripts refer to return types; “R” to formal parameters; “N” to actual arguments; and “I” to inference results. For simplicity, these rules assume that any type qualifier may be “unqualified” (though actually only types in Ξ may be unqualified, because all types in Γ are defaulted). In a (pseudo-)assignment x := y, x is the “formal” and y is the “actual”. In the INVOKE rule, the 0th parameter is the receiver parameter, which only exists if m is an instance method. In the OVERRIDE rule, the subscripts “B” and “P” are mnemonics for “suBtype” and “suPertype”, referring to the overriding method and the overridden method, respectively. In “QRI” the “-I” suffix refers to inference results. Type rules that do not require modification to support inference are elided for space.

For example, consider the RETURN rule. This rule checks that the type of the expression in a return statement (τA) is a subtype (⊆) of the method’s declared return type (τB). The basic rule for a language without qualified types is presented in gray. A standard pluggable typechecker (whose rules are presented in black) extends this rule by requiring that the qualified type of the returned expression (QA τA) is a subtype of the qualified declared return type (QI τB). Note that the typing environment (Γ) contains qualified types, as is standard for pluggable typechecking; every entry in Γ has some qualified type, because either there is a programmer-written type or the typechecker computes a default (by applying its defaulting rules and local type inference). Inferring typechecking makes two modifications to this rule (in red): one new precedent and one new consequent. The new precedent looks up the current estimate of the inferred return type (QI τR) in the inference environment (Ξ), which may be “not present” if nothing has yet been inferred for that location. The new consequent updates the inference environment to take into account the qualified type of the return expression (QA τA): it takes the least upper bound (using the LUBQ function described above) of the (locally-inferred) actual expression qualifier QA and the (globally-inferred, by our algorithm) qualifier from the inference environment QI.

B. Fixpoint Algorithm: The Outer Loop

Figure 2 gives the outer loop of the iterated local type inference algorithm. It iteratively analyzes the target program P with an inferring version of a pluggable typechecker until either there are no remaining typechecking errors (E = ∅) or the type qualifiers reach a fixed point (preA = A). The helper function ENABLEINFERENCE is defined by the modifications to the type-checking framework described in section III-A.

This algorithm is stated as a set of rules for a single round of inference and an iterative fixpoint algorithm. It produces the same result as a traditional whole-program type inference...
input: program $P$ and pluggable typechecker $T$
output: set of errors $E$ and set of type qualifiers $A$
def $\text{infer}(P, T)$:
  $A \leftarrow \emptyset$
  $T_I \leftarrow \text{ENABLE\textsc{INFERE}}(T)$
  repeat
    $\text{prev}A \leftarrow A$
    $E, A \leftarrow T_I(P, \text{prev}A)$
  until $E = \emptyset \lor \text{prev}A = A$
return $E, A$

Fig. 2. The iterated local type inference algorithm.

implemented with a single worklist. However, it has the major advantage of being practical. It reuses the existing typecheckers and therefore does not require re-implementation for each new type system. This is its key advantage over other approaches.

C. Properties of the Algorithm

1) Soundness: Any infer-then-check approach is sound (in the sense of never certifying an incorrect program) so long as the “check” step is sound. Even if the inference algorithm were to produce incorrect type qualifiers, the checker would reject them: $T_I$ performs the requisite checking.

In the context of type inference, “sound” is usually used to mean “never infers an annotation that cannot be verified.” In this sense, our approach is sound if the inferring typechecker is run on the whole program: on every call site, on every assignment, etc. (The proof is standard: by induction on the rules in fig. [1]) In practice, however, this is rarely the case due to separate compilation of libraries and client code; see section [UV-H].

2) Completeness: This inference system is not complete: it does not and cannot infer all possibly-true type qualifiers for a given type system. To see why not, recall that type qualifiers on formal parameters are inferred from the actual types of the arguments at call sites. If there are no call sites for a method in a given program, then the INVOKE rule will never be fired. No information will be inferred for those formal parameters, and they will remain unqualified (assuming FORMAL-ASSIGN is never used, either, because they are not re-assigned).

The lack of completeness is by design. Our goal is not a set of type qualifiers that perfectly captures every fact that is true about the program we are presented with, but rather a set of type qualifiers that is useful in practice for typechecking the program (say, for guaranteeing that it never suffers a NullPointerException). Returning to the example of a method with no call sites, a complete algorithm must infer the bottom type for that method’s parameters. When applying type inference to real programs (which may be libraries that are intended to be linked with clients later, due to separate compilation), it is desirable to trust that the defaulting scheme of the typechecker is sensible rather than infer an overly restrictive type qualifier based on no actual information.

Further, most true type qualifiers do not actually prevent a typechecking error, and are therefore unnecessary. And, each additional qualifier added to the program adds a maintenance burden: that qualifier must be read every time the code is read, etc. A complete type inference algorithm adds to this burden. Another benefit of completeness being a non-goal is that our inference system is permitted to heuristically not infer a type qualifier when doing so might lead to sub-optimal results, which simplifies the implementation when handling complex language features (e.g., reflection).

3) Termination: A termination argument is typically based on some monotonically-changing finite abstraction; for example, abstract interpretations terminate because their lattices have finite height, and the abstract values at each program point monotonically move up the lattice. In our proof of theorem 1 (below), the “not present” value is key. Ignoring the “not present” value, the main loop in fig. 2 might seem to produce a stronger or weaker estimate for a particular declaration’s (qualified) type in subsequent iterations, due to its interaction with defaulting.

For example, consider the program in fig. 3 and two pluggable typecheckers: one for nullness, with $\text{nonnull}$ and $\text{nullable}$ type qualifiers; and one for integers, with $\top$ for “any integer” and $\text{nonnegative}$ for non-negative integers [9]. Our algorithm’s estimates for the return type of $\text{getN}()$ for these two typecheckers seem to move in opposite directions:

- For nullness, in the first round, the estimate for $\text{getN}()’s return type is the default: $\text{nonnull}$, the bottom type. WPI discovers that $\text{getNull}()$ is $\text{nullable}$ in the first round. In the second round the inferred type of $\text{getN}()$ becomes $\text{nullable}$. $\text{getN}()$’s return type seemingly moves upward.
- For integers, in the first round, the estimate for $\text{getN}()$’s return type is the default ($\top$), because nothing is (yet) known about the methods it calls. In the first round, both method’s types are found to be $\text{nonnegative}$ (since null literals usually have the bottom type in non-nullness type systems, and 0 is non-negative). In the second round, $\text{getN}()’s return type is inferred to be $\text{nonnegative}$: it seems to move downward from the first to the second round.

This example demonstrates the importance of the “not present” abstract value in the theory presented in section [III-A] in the first round, in both of these type systems, no information is inferred about the return type of $\text{getN}()$. Without the “not present” abstract value, the defaults that the type system would assign create the appearance of non-monotonicity.

With the “not present” abstract value, however, the reason that our algorithm terminates becomes clear: at each step, each location to which inference applies is either “not present” or has...
Inference reports facts (type qualifiers) that are true about a program’s implementation. However, these facts may be either stronger or weaker than the programmer’s intended specification, depending on the current implementation of a procedure and the observed calls to that procedure. In other words, type inference can cause leakage of implementation details, permitting clients to depend on them. This is undesirable because it constrains future refactoring.

Permitting programmer-written types is a solution to this problem. Even when types are not required such as in some functional programming languages, writing types is a best practice for its documentation benefits [29][30][31][32].

Within a programmer-written @SuppressWarnings annotation, WPI does no inference.

### B. Storing Intermediate Results

WPI needs to treat type qualifiers supplied by the programmer and external libraries differently than type qualifiers that were produced during earlier rounds of inference: the latter may be further refined, but the former must not be.

This constraint disqualifies two ways to store intermediate candidate qualifier sets that were already supported by the Checker Framework: (1) insert the inferred type qualifiers in the program, and (2) store the inferred type qualifiers in a side file, like specifications for unannotated libraries.

Strategy 1 makes it impossible to distinguish between qualifiers written by the programmer and inferred in previous fixpoint rounds. Strategy 2 does not permit differentiating between library qualifiers and inferred qualifiers. We tried placing all library qualifiers in source code, but this made inference not work properly on libraries for which checker-distributed library qualifier files existed, such as the JDK, Guava, etc.

Instead, we devised a new side file mechanism specifically for storing inferred annotations. Their syntax is the same as library side files, but they have different semantics and are processed separately. Library side files are never modified during typechecking or inference, but inference side files change on each iteration of the outer loop in fig. 4.

### C. Generated Code and Analysis Termination

During prototyping, we encountered a program on which WPI did not terminate. WPI implements the \( \text{prevA} = A \) test of fig. 4 by running Unix’s `diff` on side files (section [IV-B]) that store inferred annotations. These side files also contain the program text, which we had assumed would remain constant.

For this one program, however, the program text itself was not constant: the build system inserted the current date and time (as a string constant) into the program, to enable a feature that printed the time and date at which the program was compiled. The Java file contained no other code except these ever-changing “constants”.

This example highlights an assumption that is easy to make (“the program text is constant”) but which can cause a complex system like inference to fail to terminate. We solved the problem on this particular program by not type-checking the offending

\[
\text{public int f(int x) \{} \\
\text{if (x >= 0 \&\& x < 100) \{} \\
\text{ return g(x + 1); \} \} else \{} \\
\text{ return \theta; \} \\
\text{ }
\]

\[
\text{public int g(int y) \{} \\
\text{if (y >= 0 \&\& y < 100) \{} \\
\text{ return f(y + 1); \} else \{} \\
\text{ return \theta; \} \\
\text{ }
\]

Fig. 4. An example of a program that WPI analyzes in a finite but large (and program-dependent) number of rounds.

an abstract value from the typecheckers’ type hierarchy. From “not present”, it can take on any value in the type hierarchy, but once it leaves “not present”, it always is monotonically refined upwards. This allows us to state and prove our termination theorem:

**Theorem 1:** Figure 2 terminates on all programs.

**Proof sketch.** The proof is a standard analysis termination proof based on monotonically moving up the type hierarchy, with a special case for the “not present” abstract value.  

While theorem 1 guarantees that inference will terminate after a finite number of rounds, that number need not be small. For example, consider the program in fig. 4 and a pluggable typechecker implementing a range analysis, whose type qualifiers constrain an integer to a particular range; e.g., range(from=0, to=10) means an integer between 0 and 10, inclusive. In this program, functions \( f \) and \( g \) are mutually recursive. Over 100 rounds, WPI will infer larger and larger ranges for their parameters \( x \) and \( y \); in the first round, range(from=0, to=0); in the second round, range(from=0, to=1); etc., all the way up to the 100th round, when the analysis settles on range(from=0, to=100), which is correct. In cases like this, the time the analysis takes is controlled by the program: for this example, we chose the constant 100 arbitrarily, but if 100 were replaced by any other positive integer \( k \), then WPI would require \( k \) rounds to terminate. We have not yet observed this behavior in practice, but it suggests the need for some notion of widening in the outer loop, mirroring what is provided by the typecheckers themselves in the inner loop.

### IV. Practical Considerations

This section describes some non-obvious challenges in building a system that applies to every pluggable typechecker and is effective at inferring type qualifiers for real programs.

#### A. Programmer-written Types

WPI never refines nor generalizes programmer-written type qualifiers. It assumes that they reflect the intended specification. Users can use this where the inference output is not as desired.

If the range checks on \( x \) and \( y \) were removed, WPI would terminate after 1 round, concluding that the type of both is \( \top \).

1
files; that is, we excluded the offending files from the input to WPI.

D. Writing Output and Cross-file Dependencies

WPI has no way of knowing when the whole program has been processed. (The Checker Framework, and therefore WPI, runs each typechecker as a javac plug-in that is given files to typecheck sequentially.) Therefore, WPI must write inference results for each Java file at the end of processing that file. However, those results might later be modified by calls that are discovered in other files. Therefore, WPI records every modification to inferred types, and at the end of processing each Java file, WPI writes every inferred annotation that has changed since the last time files were written. An annotation side file may be written many times during one round of inferring typechecking.

E. Unqualified Annotations and Defaults

Consistency among overridden methods is different between WPI’s and the typechecker’s points of view. WPI’s unqualified types mean inference has not yet learned any information, and section III-A’s LUB ignores unqualified types. However, the typechecker uses a default when there is no annotation. When WPI would write no annotation at some location in a method other than its output, or pure (both deterministic and side-effect-free). These are not type properties, but method specifications. These specifications aid flow-sensitive typechecking. The framework conservatively assumes every method is impure, and whenever a (possibly) side-effecting method is called, local inference must discard most type refinements, because the method might re-assign fields.

Because purity is not a type system, the Checker Framework verifies it directly. Our modifications enhance that by inferring these annotations whenever they would be verifiable. We defined a lattice of purity annotations: pure is the top element, deterministic and side-effect-free are sibling elements below it, and we defined a new “impure” abstract value (and annotation, which is invisible to users) to complete the lattice. To determine the purity annotation to infer for a given method, WPI applies this least upper bound to the purity of that method’s implementation and the implementations of all of its overriding methods, using the logic of the LUB function (section III-A).

H. Separate Compilation

An inference approach outputs annotations that pass the typechecker only if the whole program is analyzed at once. In practice, Java programs are usually compiled separately. A simple example is that when compiling a library, its set of possible callers is not known. We have also observed this problem in Maven and Gradle sub-projects: a naive application of our approach would treat these sub-projects separately, but this could lead to inferences that are not sufficiently general. Suppose \( m \) is defined in sub-project \( P_1 \) and is only passed non-null values in \( P_1 \). Inferring that \( m \)’s formal parameter is non-null might lead to a spurious typechecking error in sub-project \( P_2 \) that passes null to \( m \).

Practically, this means that soundness in the traditional sense is not a useful goal for practical inference tools for languages that support separate compilation. A user can mitigate this issue by including test suites in the “whole program” provided to inference. Another mitigation is for users to write specifications for module entry points. However, we still view this as an open problem for practical type inference.

I. Type-system-specific Inference

We added three type-system-specific rules to improve WPI’s real-world performance. Together, these modifications comprise 61 lines of code in 2 type systems. We did not observe the need for type-system-specific rules in any of the other 9 type systems. We stress that these modifications are optional: WPI has no way of knowing when the whole program has been processed. (The Checker Framework, and therefore WPI, runs each typechecker as a javac plug-in that is given files to typecheck sequentially.) Therefore, WPI must write inference results for each Java file at the end of processing that file. However, those results might later be modified by calls that are discovered in other files. Therefore, WPI records every modification to inferred types, and at the end of processing each Java file, WPI writes every inferred annotation that has changed since the last time files were written. An annotation side file may be written many times during one round of inferring typechecking.

1) Nullness: (22 lines of code) We disabled inference of qualified types for receiver parameters, which are always @NonNull. We also added a rule to infer the @MonotonicNonNull annotation, which means that a field may be null, but once it is assigned a non-null value, it remains non-null forever. Only fields can be @MonotonicNonNull, so local inference has no rules to infer it. We added such a rule: if the only null assignments to a field are in the enclosing class’s constructor or the field’s initializer, WPI infers it to be @MonotonicNonNull, not @Nullable.
2) **Formatter**: (39 lines of code) This checker supports the `@FormatMethod` declaration annotation provided by Google’s Error Prone [39], which is redundant with the checker’s own `@Format` annotations. Our modifications remove inferred `@Format` annotations from methods that already have `@FormatMethod` annotations, to avoid code clutter and duplication of effort.

**V. IMPLEMENTATION**

We implemented WPI by modifying the Checker Framework [6]. By implementing our algorithms in the framework itself, our approach is applicable to any typechecker that builds on top of the framework without any modification. WPI provides two implementations of fig. 2:

- A template outer-loop shell script that repeatedly invokes the target project’s build system. This requires the user to copy the shell script and edit four variables at the top of the script to set them to project specific values, and to modify the build script itself so that WPI is on the project’s annotation processor path (which typically requires <10 lines of modified build script code).
- A tool that automatically instruments a target build script (Ant, Maven, or Gradle) to run a given typechecker with inference enabled, based on the `do-like-javac` tool [40].

Our implementation of iterated local type inference (and, therefore, of whole-program type inference) has been publicly available and documented in the Checker Framework distribution (https://checkerframework.org/) since version 2.0.0 (May 2, 2016). This paper is the first formalization and evaluation of WPI’s implementation (https://checkerframework.org/) since version 2.0.0 (May 2, 2016). This paper is the first formalization and evaluation of WPI since version 2.0.0. The number of typechecking errors before (on the unannotated program) and after inference completes.

Finally, we compared the final set of annotations generated by our approach to the original, human-written ground-truth annotations that we removed in step (1). We measure the following quantities:

- The number of inferred annotations. This number is always much larger than the number of human-written annotations: not all inferred annotations are interesting to humans, nor are they necessary to verify the code. However, this number gives a sense of how much information our approach recovers about the program.
- The percentage of the human-written ground truth annotations that were inferred.
- The number of typechecking errors before (on the unannotated program) and after inference completes.

The latter two metrics are proxies for how much work would remain for a human to typecheck the project after running inference. Note that writing a single annotation may enable inference of other annotations and/or resolve multiple warnings, so neither proxy is perfect (cf. section VI-B).

Our scripts and data, including detailed instructions on the manual process we used to adapt existing, annotated projects to use our approach, are available at https://github.com/kelloggm/wpi-experiments. The WPI implementation is open-source as part of the Checker Framework (https://checkerframework.org).

**VI. EVALUATION**

We have deployed WPI at a large software company. We cannot discuss that experience for reasons of confidentiality, so we ran experiments on open-source programs.

Our experiments aim to answer two research questions:

- **RQ1**: Is iterated local type inference easy to apply to an existing typechecker? How much per-checker work is required?
- **RQ2**: Is iterated local type inference effective? How many of the annotations that humans have written can it reconstruct? After it runs, are there fewer warnings for humans to address?

**A. Methodology**

We collected projects that have already been annotated for pluggable typechecking (section VI-B). For each subject project, we performed the following steps:

1) remove the existing, ground-truth annotations that express specifications;
2) manually modify the project’s build system and WPI’s template outer-loop script (usually by adding and/or removing a few command-line arguments to the invocations of typecheckers);
3) run the outer-loop script. Its output is the inferred type annotations.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Checkers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cache2k/cache2k-api</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2.615: Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RxNorm-explorer</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>993: Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nameless-Java-API</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2,831: Null, Optional, Regex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icalavailable</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>385: 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lookup</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>274: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-version-control</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1,252: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflection-util</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1,163: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>require-javadoc</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>973: 10, Signedness, Initialized Fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>randooop</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>66,200: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dmn-check</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5,338: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>table-wrapper-api</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4,803: 1, Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>table-wrapper-csv-impl</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1,853: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>88,680: 11 distinct checkers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Projects annotated by a human so that they typecheck with one or more pluggable typecheckers. “LoC” is non-comment, non-blank lines of Java code.
Warnings

This search yielded 59 projects. Of these, 30 build successfully, and 14 typecheck with at least one pluggable typechecker using version 3.25.2 of the Checker Framework. (We also permitted subprojects; for example, in the cache2k project, only the cache2k-api subproject satisfied these constraints.) We excluded two that cause WPI to crash. The resulting dataset (table 1) contains 12 projects, 803 human-written annotations that we use as ground truth, and 88,680 lines of non-comment, non-blank Java source code. The version of the software that we analyzed (that is, an exact commit SHA) appears in our artifact at https://github.com/kelloggm/wpi-experiments.

Our technique and tool are applicable to projects of arbitrary size, and its modular (method-at-a-time) approach makes it scalable. The projects in our dataset are small to medium in size. We suspect that this is in part because of the difficulty of reverse-engineering a legacy program to annotate it with pluggable types. Our work makes such a task easier.

C. Handling Warning Suppressions

When removing human-written annotations, we did not remove @SuppressWarnings nor annotations within its bounds. Warning suppressions indicate code that does not pass the typechecker, and users sometimes write a few annotations within the bounds of a warning suppression to indicate facts that they believe are true, but which the type system is unable to prove. A warning suppression indicates there is no verifiable set of type qualifiers, so inference there would produce unverifiable type qualifiers. Our experiments focus on verifiable annotations.

D. RQ1: Generality

We can answer RQ1 in the affirmative: WPI is general over pluggable type systems. WPI is applicable to many typecheckers without modification: 9 of the 11 we considered were completely unmodified. The changes that we made to two typecheckers (section IV-I) totaled only 61 lines of code, which is 0.2% of the implementation of the 11 checkers. Further, these modifications were not strictly necessary to get these typecheckers working with WPI; they simply improved performance in some obvious cases that we noticed.

E. RQ2: Effectiveness

Table II shows that for most projects, inference reduces the developer’s burden, by inferring a reasonable percentage of annotations and reducing the overall number of warnings that developers must triage. Inference is expected to be slow, but on our server (one node in an HPC cluster, with 32GB of RAM and 8 Intel Xeon Gold 6354 CPUs at 3GHz), the longest-running experiment (randoop) took only 23 minutes; 8 of the 11 projects converge in under one minute.

For one project (table-wrapper-api), WPI’s inferred annotations increase the number of warnings that developers need to triage. The primary reason is that six excess warnings are caused by a single annotation that WPI infers as @NonNull but that ought to be @Nullable (WPI’s inferred annotations eliminate one other warning, so the total warning count in table II only increases by five, not six). The reason that WPI infers @NonNull is that the field is non-final and lacks an initializer (either at the field declaration or in the constructor, which is automatically generated by Lombok), so at object creation its value is actually null. Though the setter for this field appears to be called before any of the other methods (and its parameter is non-null), WPI is technically correct that an incorrect usage of this class can cause null pointer dereferences. This inference causes six warnings about unguarded dereferences of the field. This sort of overly-pessimistic inference is a downside of WPI’s design: it aims to only infer annotations that the original typechecker can verify, which can lead to many warnings about a single problem when the typechecker is unable to prove some linchpin fact.

1) Why Inference Fails: Table III summarizes the reasons that WPI fails to infer annotations that humans wrote. We collected this data by examining each failed inference manually.

   a) Methods With No Callers: The inference rules in fig. 1 update the inference environment for method parameters only at call sites of the methods. If a method has no callers in a given project, WPI cannot infer a type qualifier for any of that method’s parameters, and therefore leaves them unqualified. The same is true of fields with no assignments. Such methods often appear in projects that are intended to be used as libraries. Ideally, such projects would come with tests or examples that would enable inference, but they do not always do so.

   b) Generics: The type rules in fig. 1 do not include any rules for adding a type to a generic type use or to its bounds (i.e., supporting Java generics); our prototype currently also does not support these locations. WPI could learn that e.g., List<int>
that only has positive ints added to it actually has the type `List<positive int>`, but this may be overly specific and, due to invariant subtyping for generic types, is incomparable to `List<int>`. Full support for generics—in particular, inferring the qualified bounds of type variables—is much harder [24, 55, 59] due to the triplicate complexity of Java generics, which are Turing-complete and therefore undecidable [57]; pluggable types; and Java’s complex generic type inference rules [58, pp. 765–798].

c) Inferring a Stronger Annotation: WPI infers the strongest annotation that is compatible with the code that it analyzes. Sometimes, this annotation is more specific than the human intended. For example, consider the `@NonNull` annotation of the Nullness Checker. This postcondition annotation (section [VI-F]) indicates that its argument(s) are non-null after the annotated method completes. WPI sometimes infers an `@NonNull` annotation with more information than what the human wrote: for example, it might infer that two fields `r` and `g` are non-null, but the human-written code only accounts for `r`. The human-written annotation in this case is correct, but incomplete: WPI discovers more information. Our experiments conservatively assume that such extra information is not desirable: if WPI does not infer exactly the same annotation as the one that the human wrote, we consider it not to have found the correct annotation. If we include stronger annotations when computing the percentage of human-written annotations inferred by WPI, WPI infers an annotation that is at least as strong as 48% of the human-written annotations, compared to 39% as reported in table [I].

2) Effect of Checker Modifications: Section [VI-I] noted that we made three small changes to checker implementations to improve inference. This section discusses how those three changes impact the results presented above. Disabling inference of `@NonNull` on receiver parameters has no effect on correctness (only performance): they would always be inferred to be non-null, the default. Adding a rule for inferring `@NonNull` has a non-trivial impact on the results. While there is only a single human-written `@NonNull` in our benchmarks (in the reflection-util project), this rule actually is responsible for many of the “Stronger Annotation” cases described in section [VI-E1], paragraph c: humans seem to commonly write `@Nullable` on fields that are actually `@NonNull` (we observed at least 12 cases of this pattern). So, in our experiments, this rule actually makes WPI appear to do worse, because it infers the stronger (and more useful) `@NonNull` annotation where humans write `@Nullable`. In our experience actually using WPI, `@NonNull` is usually the more useful annotation. The changes to the formatter checker remove a single redundant `@NonNull` annotation in Randoop, so they have a negligible impact on the results presented here.

VII. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

A. Limitations and Future Work

The most important limitation to our approach is that its results depend on the uses in the program or test suite. If the uses from which it learns are unrepresentative, it may infer a qualified type that is different than what the programmer intended. If there are no uses of a declaration in a program at all, WPI cannot infer anything; in practice, this is a serious limitation when analyzing libraries (cf. section [VI-E1a]). Currently, WPI uses forward reasoning for inference. We plan to extend WPI to use backward reasoning; for example, if a formal parameter is dereferenced before being checked, then WPI could assume that the programmer meant the parameter type to be `NonNull`.

WPI’s output also depends on the target program’s implementation. If the program contains bugs, then no specification enables verification. A research challenge is to produce specifications such that the verifier warnings are well localized: they indicate the part of the program that needs to be fixed. We plan to investigate whether previous work [59, 60, 61, 62] generalizes to the domain of pluggable type checking. We also plan to investigate prioritizing error messages [63, 64, 65, 66, 67].

The high volume of output from WPI currently makes it implausible to directly present WPI’s output to humans. Programmers often write annotations in order to prove a property (such as no null pointer exceptions) rather than to exhaustively document the program’s specification (such as the nullness of every reference at every program point). We plan to filter its output so that only facts necessary for a correctness proof are output, which will also reduce the number of warnings that a programmer must address.

WPI lacks support for some language and framework features, such as Java generics and qualifier polymorphism. Section [VI-E1] suggests avenues for addressing this limitation.

The current implementation of WPI is too slow for a user to run it repeatedly on the whole program during development. However, it could be incrementalized. On each iteration of the outer loop, the inner loop only needs to analyze code that depends on specifications that changed in the previous iteration. For example, if the inferred types for a class change, then all uses of the class, and also all subtypes of the class, must be re-analyzed. Implementing this optimization is future work.

Typechecking and abstract interpretation are equivalent in expressive power [37], so our approach should generalize to arbitrary dataflow analyses. We plan to test this hypothesis and compare our approach to extant approaches for lifting dataflow analyses [35, 36]. The main requirement is that the dataflow implementation can read specifications from a side file.

B. Threats to Validity

Our choice of benchmarks is a threat to external validity. All of the subject programs already typecheck, and so may already have been modified to better suit analysis with a typechecker. WPI may perform differently on arbitrary unannotated code versus code that typechecks but has had its types erased. Future work should run the whole-program inference on unannotated programs. Further, the benchmarks are all written in Java; our approach to inference may not generalize to other languages.

There are also a number of threats to construct validity. First, the human-written type annotations that we rely on for ground truth may contain errors: they may be correct but imprecise,
or they might suppress warnings in ways that lead to the verification result being unsound. However, we lack a better source of ground truth than the annotations that developers actually write. Second, our metrics (% of human-written annotations inferred and warning reduction %) are proxies for what we are actually interested in, which is developer effort to adopt a pluggable type system. Both are of these proxies are likely weak: humans write annotations for other purposes than typechecking (e.g., for documentation); and warnings do not monotonically decrease with the amount of effort required to verify the program. Future work should include user studies. Third, we used our own judgment to categorize the reasons that WPI did not infer annotations, and we may have miscategorized some uninferred annotations. Fourth, there may be errors in our experimental scripts. To mitigate this threat, we released our scripts, data, and records of the human judgments we made at https://github.com/kelloggm/wpi-experiments.

VIII. RELATED WORK

A. Type Inference For Pluggable Type Systems

Xiang et al. used a constraint-based approach to infer pluggable types for measurement units [22] [68]. By using a MaxSAT solver, it can output a partial typing when the constraints are unsatisfiable. Previous approaches to error explanation for type inference [62] [69] [70] and gradual type migration [72] also use a constraint-based encoding and could be similarly adapted. Constraint-based approaches have a large drawback compared to our approach: they require significant work for each type system, and translating imperative code in a typechecker into constraints is nontrivial. Xiang et al.’s work [22] is specific to unit-of-measurement types, and is not directly applicable to other pluggable type systems. Our work, however, applies to any pluggable type system (including the 11 in our experiments in section VI).

Cascade [73] is an interactive type qualifier inference tool that involves programmers in the inference process. This approach is complementary to ours.

B. Type Inference Approaches

There is a rich literature on classical type inference (or type reconstruction) [74] ch. 22], which focuses on discovering if there exists a (complete) typing for an unannotated program, given a type system. Our problem is different: we nearly always infer 39% of human-written annotations and reduce the number of warnings presented to developers by 45% on average. Thus, our approach is not required by any training data.

C. Dataflow Analysis

Pluggable typecheckers perform local type inference via dataflow analysis: human-written type annotations are equivalent to function summaries. With this view in mind, our work can be compared to classic work on interprocedural dataflow analysis [35] [36]: WPI is performing a 0-CFA (i.e., context-insensitive) analysis to try to recover the correct summaries. In the field of dataflow analysis, 0-CFA analyses are thought to be imprecise, so adding context-sensitivity to WPI is an exciting avenue for future work. Context-sensitivity might also allow WPI to infer “polymorphic” type qualifiers, which express that the annotated type takes on different qualifiers depending on the context in which it is used. In our experiments, polymorphic qualifiers were rarely written by humans (there are just two, both in the reflection-util project), so the improvement in WPI would be marginal. Our work differs from these classic results for dataflow analyses because it applies to a new domain (pluggable typecheckers), resulting in a different formalism. However, we believe that the two lines of research are closely related, and that each may be able to draw on the other.

D. Other Approaches

Like our approach, Houdini [78] [79] runs a verification tool multiple times to fixpoint. It starts from the set of all possible facts (many of which are inconsistent with one another) and on each iteration removes all those that cannot be proven. This can result in removing too many facts, when the program contains a bug or unverifiable code. The specification that Houdini outputs is provable, but it may not establish correctness (e.g., that the program has no null pointer exceptions). By contrast, WPI iteratively adds facts, starting from nothing. Its output is consistent with the program and its test cases, but is not necessarily verifiable.

IX. CONCLUSION

Pluggable types are a promising verification approach, but the cost of annotating existing legacy code hinders their adoption. Our type inference approach achieves global type inference by bootstrapping an existing typechecker’s local inference: it converts a pluggable typechecker to an inferring pluggable typechecker for free. The inference is reasonably effective at reducing the developer’s burden to annotate legacy code: in our experiments with 11 different pluggable typecheckers, WPI can infer 39% of human-written annotations and reduce the number of warnings presented to developers by 45% on average.
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“multi-version-control,” https://github.com/plume-lib/multi-version-control. Let’s you run a version control command, such as status or pull, on a set of CVS/Git/Hg/SVN clones/checkouts.


“require-javadoc,” https://github.com/plume-lib/require-javadoc. This program requires that a Javadoc comment be present on every Java class, constructor, method, and field.

“Randu: Unit test generator for Java,” https://github.com/randoo/randoo. It automatically creates unit tests for your classes, in JUnit format.

“dnn-check,” https://github.com/red6/dnn-check. This is a tool for the validation of Decision Model Notation (DMN) files.


